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“CLOSE BOTH EYES TO SEE WITH THE OTHER EYE.”
- Rumi

“THE INTELLECT HAS LITTLE TO DO ON THE ROAD TO DISCOVERY.
THERE COMES A LEAP IN CONSCIOUSNESS, CALL IT INTUITION OR
WHAT YOU WILL, AND THE SOLUTION COMES TO YOU AND YOU DON’T
KNOW HOW OR WHY.”
- Albert Einstein

“IT IS ALWAYS WITH EXCITEMENT THAT I WAKE UP IN THE MORNING
WONDERING WHAT MY INTUITION WILL TOSS UP TO ME, LIKE GIFTS
FROM THE SEA. I WORK WITH IT AND RELY ON IT. IT’S MY PARTNER.”
- Jonas Salk

“AT TIMES YOU HAVE TO LEAVE THE CITY OF YOUR COMFORT AND
GO INTO THE WILDERNESS OF YOUR INTUITION...WHAT YOU’LL DISCOVER IS YOURSELF.”
- Alan Alda

ON INTUITIVE LIVING...

EDITOR’S NOTE
SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site:
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
Each day I wake up and ask the morning for guidance. The morning tells me – with its singular light, the vibe,
heartbeat and melody in its air, and the way my body feels as it wakes into all of this – what to do, how to
meet my day. The afternoon brings new messages and the evening newer still. Oh, and if the day cycle tells
me all this, then wait till you hear what the moon whispers, as it cycles through all its phases! And the seasons, too. All I have to do is ask, listen and follow. Each time I align my free will with the higher order flow in
the Universe, all the right things happen, both for me and others. This is true creativity – aligning my creation
with Creation – allowing me to create automatically, naturally, organically and authentically.
In this issue on Intuitive Living, we present contributors who have become adept at creating their lives and
influences in the world by listening to the calling of the moment. They have reserved their rational abilities to
serve their higher intuition. And, in allowing their higher intuition to lead them, they have not only changed
and re-created themselves, but also the world around them. This issue on Intuitive Living is the first of another
3-part series, the other two of which are Detachment and Humor!
Take our interviewee (TED speaker and author) Janine Shepherd for instance, who after becoming a paraplegic while training for the Winter Olympics, decided that if she could never walk again, well, surely she could
learn to fly! Discover how she has charted an unparalleled course in the two decades since that time, by
allowing higher intuition to guide her every single day! In our feature essay, writer and psychotherapist Brynne
Betz takes us through an intuitive, sensory journey along with her – take away your own insights, for that’s the
point! Award-winning filmmaker Akanksha Joshi shows us how leaning into the mind’s noise is what ultimately
reveals our wise, still, intuitive center, and nutritionist Arathi Srikantiah shares how our bodies already know
what toabd
eatdrinkto
and drink,
eat, if only we listened. Poet CJ Wisler and artist Gazelle Samizay show us that vision is
bigger than sight – how hand-and-Earth or hand-and-brush seem to know so much more than the mind. And
young contributor Pranav Sabanayagam has the last word. He tells us ever so simply, as only a young mind
can, how to follow our hearts!
See if listening to today reveals your true tomorrow!
Shahana.

“THE MORNING TELLS ME – WITH ITS SINGULAR LIGHT, THE VIBE,
HEARTBEAT AND MELODY IN ITS AIR, AND THE WAY MY BODY FEELS
AS IT WAKES INTO ALL OF THIS – WHAT TO DO, HOW TO MEET MY
DAY…WAIT TILL YOU HEAR WHAT THE MOON WHISPERS …”

“INSTEAD OF FLOWING HORIZONTALLY ACROSS TIME, SOME MOMENTS
MOVE VERTICALLY. THEY DROP UPON YOU, LIKE BIG FAT DROPLETS OF
RAIN, WRAPPING YOU UP AND CARRYING YOU WITH THEM … INTO,
INTO, AND INTO. IN THAT MOMENT, THOSE TREES BECAME MY SUTRA.
IF I COULD DANCE MY UGLINESS, I COULD PERHAPS BE BEAUTIFUL.”

STILL WATERS
AKANKSHA JOSHI
Akanksha is an award winning filmmaker from India who has used the incredible creative potential of dance
and meditation to heal her own body-mind after being brutally assaulted some years back. She bears witness to the power of movement in harmonizing the body-mind to the present. She has made films on topics
ranging from communal violence to ecological imbalance, reflecting life in its multidimensionality. She is
also an avid storyteller, telling stories breathing to the roots of her first love, India. You can subscribe to her
stories on www.facebook.com/akajoshi or connect with her on www.earthwitness.tv
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STILL WATERS
Perhaps it was September. A day just like today. The sun was getting soft. Light, melodious. In the class of
Journalism, there was a buzz: a new visiting professor, reportedly a maverick, was coming. The first thing I saw
was the salt-pepper hair tied into a ponytail with a rainbow-colored scrunchy. In an instant, I knew what this
person held for me: growth. Then I heard his laughter. My heart leaped. Here was an old person (I was twenty
then; for me forty was a.n.c.i.e.n.t) - hearty, joyous, unbound, unstructured, who did not claim to have all the
answers, who was still adventurous, still a-live. I was ecstatic!
We all went into the college cafe. I had heard that he was a meditator. To me that word meant boring people
who just sat and ... well, sat. Yet, there was this crazy man, my professor: steeped in life - rebelling, playing,
learning; and he called himself a meditator?!
I was experimental. Curious. The first thing I asked him was, “Amit, what is meditation?’” Patiently, he explained. “The mind is like a jar with mud in it. Its typical condition is agitated, with many thoughts moving
around. All the water in the jar is muddy. There is no clarity. Meditation means putting that jar down. Waiting.
The mud settles. And then the water is clear. To be in that state of clarity is meditation.”
Dh-huh! Over the head, and beyond. No-thing made sense to me. Except the fact that there was something I
had to learn there. Much later in my life, I heard this story.
Once Buddha and his disciple Ananda were traveling to a village. They were crossing a forest when Buddha
asked Ananda to get him some water. Ananda remembered a gentle, clear stream they had just passed. He
took a bowl and went. But the stream was no longer clear. A big procession had crossed it and its water was
now muddy, undrinkable. Ananda came back to Buddha, saddened, without water. Buddha is reported to have
said, “If you had only sat by the side of the river, waiting for the mud to settle, or to flow away, you would have
got clear, drinkable water soon. Mediation too is like that: sitting by the side of a muddy stream, and waiting.”

“PATIENTLY, HE EXPLAINED. “THE MIND IS LIKE A JAR WITH MUD
IN IT. ITS TYPICAL CONDITION IS AGITATED, WITH MANY THOUGHTS
MOVING AROUND...MEDITATION MEANS PUTTING THAT JAR DOWN.
WAITING. THE MUD SETTLES. AND THEN THE WATER IS CLEAR.””

STILL WATERS
After college, I had a chance to leave the city. But every cell of my body said, ‘Stay.’ I knew I had more to learn
from my teacher. What exactly, I couldn’t say. I started working with him. Nothing he said - not his words, not his
meditation - made ‘sense’ to me. (But then, I have always been … sensitive, yes; sensible, no!)
Then one day, Amit fell sick. The next day he was in the hospital. Then he slipped into a coma. And the fifth day,
he died.
It was the month of September. A day just like today. As we came out of the crematorium, the sun was soft. My
best buddy held me. A breeze, gentle, soft ... touched me. I looked up. I saw two trees dancing in the breeze.
For a moment, my stream … became absolutely clear.
I smiled. The forever smile. My teacher had left for me a gift, a gift of my own freedom.
In one story from the great Hindu Epic, The Mahabharata, a nature spirit disguised as a crane, asks a question
to Yudhishtir - known as Dharmaraja, the righteous king - “What is faster than wind?” Yudhishtir replies, “The
Mind.”
My mind wanted to taste more of that moment, journey more with its own stream. I began exploring my inner
landscape. Soon I realized it wasn’t easy for me to simply sit and watch, waiting for the mud to settle. My mind
wasn’t a stream, it was a raving ocean! Stormy and wild.
It was frightening to look inside. Thoughts riding on dark waves of emotional upsurge. Anger, pain, greed, lust,
jealousy … Roaring flashes of lightening that left everything inside darker than before. The more I watched, the
more the waves swelled. I was shocked. Till then I had believed I was pious, pure, perfect. This … this darkness
could not be me! I often wanted to run away. Never encounter the ugliness again. Yet, something made me stay,
persist. I guess it was the taste of that moment when my teacher left his body but left me with a gift and the

“I BEGAN EXPLORING MY INNER LANDSCAPE. SOON I REALIZED IT
WASN’T EASY FOR ME TO SIMPLY SIT AND WATCH, WAITING FOR
THE MUD TO SETTLE. MY MIND WASN’T A STREAM, IT WAS A RAVING OCEAN! STORMY AND WILD.”
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STILL WATERS
trees were dancing.
Instead of flowing horizontally across time, some moments move vertically. They drop upon you, like big fat
droplets of rain, wrapping you up and carrying you with them … into, into, and into. In that moment, those
trees became my sutra. If I could dance my ugliness, I could perhaps be beautiful.
Dance I did. My mind was roaring. I roared louder. My mind was moving, I moved wilder. I offered it full expression. Through my voice, through my body. Consciously. Alone. In a space where my darkness would not create
any ripple effects on another human. My mind contained an energy that could only be absorbed by the sky
or by the earth. I had to be very delicate, sensitive. Play mommy to my mind. Allow the child to cry, shout,
scream. And then, when he’d be tired, I’d know. He’d just sigh and sit lightly. After the expression always
came the silence. Organically, spontaneously.
If you have ever watched the night turning into day, you’ll know. It is not like a spotlight: suddenly turned on, a
voice booming, ‘Good Morning! The Earth is now Awake!’ The transition is very subtle, soft. Black dissolves into
many shades of blue, then a tinge of warm red slowly fills the sky ... the gentlest breeze begins her dance.
With the inner landscape, it’s the same. There are many mornings, many nights. Many peaks. Many valleys.
Many, many transitions. I find my self yo-yoing between these through the day. Funnily, these seem to work
as couples. Good, bad. Happy, sad. Day, night. Pain, flight. One thing has became clear, the nature of the life
inside is movement.
And another thing is clear too. Everything moves in couples, with its polar opposite. Masculine-Feminine. So,
logically, this nature of life inside, that is ‘movement,’ must have its partner … a still, unmoving center?
Some of those vertical moments, I promise, I know. Other horizontal times, well, they just flow by.

“EVERYTHING MOVES IN COUPLES, WITH ITS POLAR OPPOSITE.
MASCULINE-FEMININE. SO, LOGICALLY, THIS NATURE OF LIFE INSIDE,
THAT IS ‘MOVEMENT,’ MUST HAVE ITS PARTNER … A STILL, UNMOVING CENTER?”

“... WOULD DIG DEEP, CONSULT THE EYE!,
WOULD REACH WITH THE HEART, WOULD SEE
INTO THE MOLTEN CORE OF THINGS.”
”

TRANSPLANTING HERBS: OR, THE VOLUNTEER

CJ WISLER

Homegrown in the dry outskirts of Billings, Montana, CJ Wisler tentatively calls herself a poet. After
graduating from Whitman College in 2011, CJ “transplanted” herself to the far less-dry Seattle. There,
she spends most of her time doing Seattleite things such as taking meandering walks, rock-climbing,
grumbling about the weather, and making artisan lattes at Diva Espresso. For CJ, intuitive living
involves keeping alive the inner child’s curiosity, opening the eyes in the head and the eye of the mind,
and cultivating warmth for all living things.
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TRANSPLANTING HERBS
By intuition, Mightiest Things
Assert themselves — and not by terms —
“I’m Midnight” — need the Midnight say —
“I’m Sunrise” — Need the Majesty?
		– Emily Dickenson, “You’ll know it – as you know ‘tis Noon–”

Invoking Gods of Resonance, of cloudburst,
The shallow valley of the will
Begins to stutter, begins its coarse relapse.
She had promised aspen
And the whipped current of air;
Her bruised palm would find the path
Would dig deep, consult the eye!,
Would reach with the heart, would see
Into the molten core of things.
It seemed a simple task,
To move the Mexican coriander sprout,
Culantro as her mother named it.
By botanist’s terms a volunteer,
It, unprecedented, emerged
Without the gardener’s hand.
And so it was, this barely-there herb
Volunteered, but grew in parched soil, and stood
Therefore endangered by the rising summer.
A simple herb, a simple trek
Across the garden. But now, in the garden
Hesitation creeps – a noxious bindweed,

TRANSPLANTING HERBS

Winds round the stem, cuts off (trans)
Formation, (trans) Planting.
“How shall you know?”
So, she takes care to grasp tightly the coiled stem,
Despite thorn, despite skin’s
Instinctual recoil. The heart persists.
Eyelids shut like beaks. The mind takes a breath
And the hand acts with faith: in earth,
In Mother, in momentous occasion.
The hand
Claws through to
			Beneath!
She listens for the mandrake’s cry
And is met with a silence in the air.
Within the earth, she feels soft plinks
As rootlets unlatch their children’s hands,
Taking earth’s give with its own give
As thunder converses with thunder.
Her hand grasps firmer. Her eyes still shut,
The sunlight’s red-spotted world
Beats up against her lids, her brain.
Ringing in the heart.
A heavy pressure.
And then.
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TRANSPLANTING HERBS

Not without
Trepidation, or a forceful
Clunking nerve,
The loam softens as what-holds yields:
The sawtooth herb, a wet and living length
Springs forth with rich, full-bodied roots,
The culantro, what some call spiritweed,
What, through her heart’s opening
needs no name – By intuition, mightiest things
Assert themselves. All bursts forth
As the heart bursts forth
Exponential, a Greek Fire’s smolder,
And the eye does not need to open
To see. Instead, she looks. Something emerges,
Cool and firm. And the root comes out.

*Italicized lines were taken from Emily Dickenson’s poem “You’ll know it –
as you know ‘tis Noon–”

“IF SOMETHING INSIDE US CALLS US TO CHANGE OUR PATHS, TO HONOR
OUR HEARTS IN A NEW WAY, AND IF WE CHOOSE TO LISTEN, THE NET
HAS NO CHOICE BUT TO APPEAR…THE CHALLENGE COMES IN LETTING
THE ENERGY OF THIS WISE, HEART-CENTERED ASPECT OF OUR DEEPEST
SELVES FLOW THROUGH US SO THOROUGHLY THAT WE DON’T MISS WHAT
SITS BEFORE OUR EYES.”
EYES..”

ENCHANTED
BRYNNE BETZ

Lover of the sea, of soft eyes and gentle hearts, Brynne currently resides on an island outside of Seattle
with her daughter, Sofia Luna. Their cottage sits nestled in a kind patch of woods with a creek outside
their bedroom window. And while they shiver in their now colder surroundings, their hearts are warm and
filled with magic. Please find more of Brynne’s work at www.brynnebetz.com.
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ENCHANTED
About a half hour north on a dirt road off the highway is a small tin roof stand selling Coco Frio, ice cold, fresh
coconuts. We stop for a drink. They slice off the top of the green football sized fruit, plop in a straw and the
cool watery liquid slides down into the depths of my heated body. It’s the rainy season and oh, so hot and humid. I feel a breeze from a passing car, my eyes following it with longing. Any breeze is a sacred gift. We drive
another hundred meters or so to another dirt road, this one guiding us far from the sounds of the highway into
rolling fields and then…the jungle.
It surrounds the river like a lush elegant cloak, vibrating with life, with energy, with humidity I can taste. We
drive through mud, rocks, even fording the river once or twice. We get out, gather our back packs already wet
with heavy air, and begin our trek. The birds tempt me to miss my steps. What color was that one? The plants
whisper secrets. I am glowing with intrigue, hardly able to act like a normal human being. It’s all too much for
my senses to hold in with composure. And then, we see it. The river rises up, the jungle reaches down, everything leads us there.
I hear the rushing, anticipate the sight, but I am still without a voice. The white water pours over the boulders,
echoing deep into my ears. Down it falls with compete conviction. I look below to the pool it forms; crystal
clear, bubbling like soda ready to tickle my skin. I can hardly wait! And then…the butterflies. Some orange,
some iridescent white, they’re everywhere. They swirl and dive, playing like fairies alive with life’s secrets. They
come and greet us, kissing our shoulders, dusting the air with magic. I want to weep but smile instead. I want
to cry but only cover my mouth. I can’t believe the treasures of my life. Is this what it means to follow your
heart?
To get to this place, to dwell in the sweet spots I unknowingly but intuitively craved, I had to surrender, to slow
down enough to feel the arms of the Universe wrap around my starving, struggling soul, to let its raw energy
flow through me lest a life of a starved soul would prevail. I didn’t know why this uninvited energy chose to

“AND THEN...THE BUTTERFLIES...PLAYING LIKE FAIRIES ALIVE
WITH LIFE’S SECRETS...KISSING OUR SHOULDERS, DUSTING THE
AIR WITH MAGIC. I WANT TO WEEP BUT SMILE INSTEAD... IS THIS
WHAT IT MEANS TO FOLLOW YOUR HEART?

ENCHANTED
course through my veins, how to interpret what I was feeling, nor even what it was that chewed away at the
very fibers of my perfect, hyper-normal life. My intellectual self, she who for so many years held the reins, was
engulfed in chaotic mystery. It was terrifying. And yet, from a place I now know as my most authentic Self, it
was one of the most hopeful, beautiful, life-affirming times of my entire life.
I lived as a ‘perfect’ wife with a ‘perfect’ husband in a ‘perfect’ community with a ‘perfect’ life. I kept a spotless
house decorated as if it fell from the pages of your favorite catalogue, cooked ravishing meals, kept an everblossoming garden, even managed to work a full-time job, a job I enjoyed. My husband was pretty attentive,
he seemed to want the same things I did, he even surprised me now and again like he used to when we were
dating. I didn’t analyze much about what I had or what I did, I just followed the rules, did what was expected of
me — lived. I considered myself a conscious individual and this was the life I had always dreamed of. Wasn’t
it?
How many of us live lives we think through to be best for us, lives our minds tell us we should appreciate, lives
others would do anything to have? If we do ever wield our swords in an effort to carve out our own paths we
might be called moody, unreasonable, hormonally imbalanced, sometimes even mentally ill. We wonder to ourselves if these protests to our desired change of path, no matter how small, are indeed true, or if we are crazy
to be turning our heads from something ‘perfect’ in favor of something unknown, something our hearts beg
to taste. And what if I do leap and for the first time in Zen history, the net does not appear? What then? Will
I be left all alone shivering in the darkness surrounded by nodding heads all taunting I told you so’s? Is there
an intellect that can possibly comfort me on this intuitive journey of mine? Is anyone out there?, we bellow out
into the unknown.
The law of attraction tells us that ‘like attracts like.’ If we honk our horns in anger, we create anger in others
and should expect another horn, literally or figuratively, to be blown back in our direction. What we exude will

“...TO DWELL IN THE SWEET SPOTS...I HAD TO SURRENDER, TO
SLOW DOWN ENOUGH TO FEEL THE ARMS OF THE UNIVERSE WRAP
AROUND MY STARVING, STRUGGLING SOUL, TO LET ITS RAW ENERGY FLOW THROUGH ME...”
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ENCHANTED
return to us. If something inside us calls us to change our paths, to honor our hearts in a new way, and if we
choose to listen, the net has no choice but to appear, for we will attract it, we will create that which we need.
The challenge comes in letting the energy of this wise, heart-centered aspect of our deepest Selves flow
through us so thoroughly that we don’t miss what sits before our eyes. In order to be used, the treasures we
have attracted to help us on our paths must first be seen.
When my husband could not support me on my path, when he could not find the space for the energy within
me that ached to be set free, I had no choice but to go ahead alone. I could not survive in an environment that
required my wings to be bound. So with nothing but raw energy, I set out to leap and to discover what nets lay
waiting to catch my fall. I went back to a time when I felt truly happy. I visited my wildest dreams. I unearthed
my childhood fantasies. And there, amidst the rubble, I found a little voice that called me to travel to rural
Mexico. Was it really speaking to me? I didn’t know, but I was certainly going to find out.
A few months later I was walking on the beach, alone, in a small fishing village on Mexico’s Pacific coast.
A friendly couple, one I had seen numerous times in town and found to be particularly kind in the way they
smiled at me, walked toward me, holding hands. As we neared, my heart started to beat faster. Why do I keep
running into them?, I asked myself, might they have a message for me? As they neared, my anxiety grew, my
heart now practically yelling at me to speak to them. “Excuse me,” I said gently, “I keep running into you and I
can’t help but wonder why. There are many people here and still its just you two I seem to keep finding on my
path. It might sound silly to you, but might you have a message for me?”
“A message?” the man said. “Gosh, let me think. No, I don’t think we do. Do we have a message for this
young woman, dear? Oh, yes…wait…yes, we do. Remember that other young woman we ran into a few
months ago?” “Yes…yes…I do.” She said to her husband. “Yes, that’s the message we have for her, you’re

“HOW MANY OF US LIVE... LIVES OUR MINDS TELL US WE SHOULD
APPRECIATE, LIVES OTHERS WOULD DO ANYTHING TO HAVE? IF WE
DO EVER WIELD OUR SWORDS IN AN EFFORT TO CARVE OUT OUR
OWN PATHS WE MIGHT BE CALLED MOODY, UNREASONABLE, HORMONALLY IMBALANCED, SOMETIMES EVEN MENTALLY ILL.”

ENCHANTED
right.” “We met a young woman a while ago who lived her whole life in the States. As the years went by she
realized she was disenchanted with her life, nothing inspired her anymore, nothing except a dream she had to
move to Mexico. So, one day, she packed up her bags, and left everything behind to follow her dream.” “Except
her dog, honey. She took her dog.” “Oh yes, she took her dog. And she told us she has never been happier,
that she wished she had done it earlier so not to waste even a single moment living anything but her dream.”
“Wow,” I said, dumbfounded, my brain in hiding, my heart still beating wildly. “That’s our message to you,” he
said with a smile, “I hope it helps you somehow.” “Thanks,” I said. “Yes, I am sure it will.”
And it did. Because I honored my deepest Self, the catalyst inviting the all-knowing energy to flow through
me, because I listened to my heart, I didn’t miss a valuable message, a bright light illuminating my heretofore
unknown path, the net that lay right before my eyes. I had always dreamed of living in Mexico and here was
a message telling me that was just what I was meant to do. So….less than a year later, not knowing a single
soul, not speaking the language, not even having a job lined up, I left behind my ‘perfect’ life and set out to live
my dream in rural Mexico.
The magic of the Universe didn’t die in me the day I took that leap. It didn’t emerge to help me make a change
in my life just to simply return to its hovel of silent oblivion. No, this vibrant, energy-filled quality within each
and every one of us, something that begged to once again inhabit its rightful home after so many years in
hiding, surprised me again and again. The more I honored it, the clearer it spoke. The more I listened, the more
obvious it became that it was a vital part of me, that without it, I was not, could never be, whole—a knowing
that has only grown with time.
You see, it has been over eight years since I moved to Mexico and recently, my heart begged me to take yet
another leap, forcing me to find renewed faith in my Self and requiring me to lean into my fears with a vulnerable, quiet confidence. I may not have known eight years ago where my heart was taking me and I may not
know now either, but this time, more than ever, I trust in the wisdom of my heart and I know that if I just listen
closely enough, my heart will always show me how to soar.

“I WENT BACK TO A TIME WHEN I FELT TRULY HAPPY. I VISITED MY
WILDEST DREAMS. I UNEARTHED MY CHILDHOOD FANTASIES. AND
THERE, AMIDST THE RUBBLE, I FOUND A LITTLE VOICE...”
19

“I HAD NO PLAN OR REASON TO DRAW A WOMAN. INSTEAD I JUST WENT
WITH WHAT MY GUT WAS TELLING ME AND STARTED PAINTING. ”

SWINGING

GAZELLE SAMIZAY

Gazelle is an artist who primarily works in video and photography. She also enjoys writing, drawing and
music. Her work can be seen at www.gazellesamizay.com

Swinging
This drawing started as an expression of what I thought creative energy looks like when one follows one’s
intuition. Somehow I was not satisfied with just having swirling colors so I decided to add the figures. The
resulting painting ended up reflecting more of a feeling of chaos and distance between two people than
creative energy.
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Portrait of a Woman
This drawing was intuitive or spontaneous because I just
went with what my gut was telling me and started painting. The result was something that was more abstract than
realistic, which is a change from how I used to draw and
paint.

“A HUGE PART OF LEARNING TO EAT INTUITIVELY WAS LEARNING TO LET
GO OF MY GUILT AND LOOK AT FOOD IN A HEART CENTERED WAY... IT HAS
DAWNED ON ME THAT HOW I APPROACH FOOD AND EATING IS EMBLEMATIC
OF HOW I APPROACH THE OTHER ARENAS OF MY LIFE.”

EAT, DRINK, THRIVE
ARATHI SRIKANTIAH

Arathi is a freelance writer based in the Pacific Northwest. While she enjoys writing and has written on
a wide range of topics such as education, travel, parenting, beauty, health and nutrition, most of her articles to date have been about health and wellness issues. Arathi is committed to bringing accurate and
research-backed health information in an accessible format to people. To that end, she blogs regularly
at www.healthedited.com
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EAT, DRINK, THRIVE
Rather than ordering my body to lose every iota of belly fat in 2 months or get down to a size 4 ASAP, is it
possible to become kinder to it? Could I listen to my body and acknowledge that it already has the inherent
wisdom to choose the right foods and portion sizes that serve me well at any given point of time? These are
the questions I had asked myself at the end of 2011. I decided that 2012 was going to be all about healing my
relationship with food. I was going to eat intuitively and bring food to the center of my table in a loving rather
than guilt-driven way.
A television show that I watched in August 2011 about how a gluten free regimen had healed people suffering
from an assortment of ailments had deeply resonated with me. Gluten is a protein found in grains like wheat,
barley, rye and spelt and can cause various health issues such as gastrointestinal problems, fatigue, acne, etc.
I had promptly gone to the doctor to get tested for gluten allergies but much to my disappointment, the test
results did not point to any intolerance to the protein. A little voice inside told me to go ahead and experiment
with the regimen anyway.
Just a month into being gluten free, my stubborn chin acne cleared up. A few months later, my brain fog lifted
and I lost weight. I have been gluten free for a year now, revived connection with my favorite childhood grain
(rice) and see myself on this road forever. Or at least until I have another gut-feeling.
The next stop on this ride was the realization that the first meal of my day was so unimaginative that it set
the same tone for not just the other meals, but sometimes, the events of the day too. After eating the same
breakfast of bland cereal for a whole decade, cereal that resembled corrugated cardboard more than any
whole grain, although it had the perfect protein and fiber credentials, I felt instinctively drawn to the idea of
starting my mornings with a delicious green smoothie. A smoothie blended with fresh leafy greens such as
kale, spinach and collard greens.

“COULD I LISTEN TO MY BODY AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT IT
ALREADY HAS THE INHERENT WISDOM TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT
FOODS AND PORTION SIZES THAT SERVE ME WELL AT ANY GIVEN
POINT OF TIME?”

EAT, DRINK, THRIVE
Green smoothie recipes were all over the Internet and Kimberley Snyder’s Glowing Green Smoothie recipe
appealed to me instantly. It sounded delectable and healthy at the same time. The ingredients for the smoothie
were something that I likely had in my refrigerator on any given day and the mighty Vitamix magically unfolded
itself on my very next Costco trip.
Other weird coincidences followed and I was introduced to baby kale, watercress and dandelion greens all in
a course of three days. The signs were very clear and I started my green smoothie journey. Eggs, gluten-free
toast or hot cereal have punctuated the smoothies for breakfast every now and then, but I have always returned to them during the course of the year. I regularly rotate the greens, try different fruit combinations and
also add herbs and spices to, well, spice things up. The smoothies literally infuse the life force, freshness and
crispness that my body urgently seems to need right now.
Up next, I don’t know when or how exactly, soups slowly wove themselves into my family’s dinner menu. It
wasn’t like “complicate your dinner menu just a little bit more” was one of the top things on my to-do list for
2012, but the idea of incorporating something warm and nourishing into the most relaxing meal of the day appealed to me. Besides, the afore-mentioned Vitamix that had been bought called out for more frequent use.
In soups, I found the perfect opportunity to blend hard and blend often. I also found a perfect excuse to buy
leeks and make them stick out of my market basket, just like the chic French do, more often. Whether the
soups I make are light and appetizing or hearty and filling, these colorful and immunity boosting bowls of liquid
goodness have found a firm place on my table and in my heart. I create new ones regularly and dig in with the
biggest spoon around.
Any food discussion is incomplete without addressing the undeniable hero of feel good foods, chocolate. I
have never been able to go many days without eating chocolate, and have often felt guilty about it. When I

“WHEN I TOOK A LEAP OF FAITH AND DECIDED TO LOOK AT CHOCOLATE IN AN AFFECTIONATE WAY, A FOOD THAT I LOVE AND ONE
THAT LOVES ME RIGHT BACK, I DISCOVERED THAT MY OBSESSION
WITH IT DISAPPEARED.”
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got the results of my blood work last year, I was convinced that chocolate would show up as a separate category along with HDL, LDL, RBC and all that stuff.
Although the ancient Mayans called it the “food of the Gods,” it is a high calorie food nevertheless. The Gods
may not have problems with weight, but I certainly do. However, when I took a leap of faith and decided to look
at chocolate in an affectionate way, a food that I love and one that loves me right back, I discovered that my
obsession with it disappeared.
I realized that there was no point in force-feeding myself some protein rich crackers, when my body, mind and
soul were screaming chocolate, chocolate, chocolate right now. I knew that I would grieve the loss of my beloved dark brown buddy for a long time, even with those gluten-free, super-healthy crackers that would tackle
my hunger with lesser calories. After all, even the science investigating chocolate cravings has proven that no
other food, not even other sweets, can substitute a chocolate craving.
A huge part of learning to eat intuitively was learning to let go of my guilt and look at food in a heart centered
way. Kale, watercress, and cauliflower regularly call out to me at the grocery store these days. On most days
I eat a ton of greens, colorful vegetables, fruit, protein rich beans and gluten-free whole grains because the
dishes made with these foods sound good and feel right to me.
And when that voice in my head goes chocolate, chocolate, chocolate right now, I lovingly feed it a piece or
two of good quality dark chocolate. It has dawned on me that how I approach food and eating is emblematic of
how I approach the other arenas of my life. By renewing my sense of pleasure, appreciation and satisfaction
for food, I find that my world has taken on a gentler energy, problems feel more solvable, gratitude surfaces
more spontaneously and I even get a peek of my completely healed self every now and then.

“BY RENEWING MY SENSE OF PLEASURE, APPRECIATION AND
SATISFACTION FOR FOOD, I FIND THAT MY WORLD HAS TAKEN ON
A GENTLER ENERGY, PROBLEMS FEEL MORE SOLVABLE, GRATITUDE SURFACES MORE SPONTANEOUSLY AND I EVEN GET A PEEK
OF MY COMPLETELY HEALED SELF EVERY NOW AND THEN.”

“WHEN [THE HEART] IS MISTREATED AND NOT EXERCISED, A PERSON BECOMES UNHEALTHY. LIKE THE HEART BEING THE CENTER OF OUR BODIES,
CREATIVITY IS THE CENTER OF OUR LIVES. IT MUST ALSO BE EXERCISED
OR IT GOES TO WASTE AND SO DO WE. OUR CREATIVITY DEFINES WHO WE
ARE AND WHAT WE DO. WITH IT WE CAN ACHIEVE DREAMS; WITHOUT IT
WE ARE INCOMPLETE.”

OFF-SHORE ECO FARMS
PRANAV SABANAYAGAM

Pranav lives in New Jersey and grew up there, but was born in India. Some of his hobbies are drumming and soccer. A subject he finds particularly interesting in school is chemistry, and he is aiming
to become a chemical engineer when he is older. He also enjoys writing as it allows him to express
ideas and views in a thoughtful manner.
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The heart is located within the ribcage, in its own protected little realm of the body. From the center of the
body, it pumps blood to every nook and cranny to nourish every cell. When it is mistreated and not exercised, a
person becomes unhealthy. Like the heart being the center of our bodies, creativity is the center of our lives.
It must also be exercised or it goes to waste and so do we. Our creativity defines who we are and what we do.
With it we can achieve dreams; without it we are incomplete.
Three years ago, I was a typical sixth grader encouraged by his parents to join the county science fair. Not
realizing what an opportunity this was at first, I came up with an elementary level experiment. I would test the
efficiency of different paper airplane designs.
Soon, I understood that presenting such an easy experiment would be a waste of my time - I would not be doing justice to the opportunity provided and I would not distinguish myself. As I searched the depths of my brain
for a better idea, another week passed.
Ultimately, prior knowledge and inspiration led me to what I was looking for. Even before the science fair, I had
been educating myself on issues relating to the natural environment. This made me generally interested in
related topics, and I continued to think along those lines. Despite my limited knowledge of the subject at the
time, I was inspired to come up with a solution to an environment related issue.
I ran several ideas by my parents. They provided me with helpful insights and criticism that helped develop
a final idea. The idea was a massive floating island purely for agricultural purposes. It would be a completely
self-sustained “farm” for crops and cows with futuristic technology, floating on the ocean!
An off-shore eco-farm, a farming platform off the shore, which would provide a sustainable way to farm in
densely populated coastal areas. Cities could use these farms to reduce emissions from food production.

“EVEN BEFORE THE SCIENCE FAIR, I HAD BEEN EDUCATING MYSELF ON ISSUES RELATING TO THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT...
DESPITE MY LIMITED KNOWLEDGE...I WAS INSPIRED TO COME UP
WITH A SOLUTION TO AN ENVIRONMENT RELATED ISSUE.”

OFF-SHORE ECO FARMS
On the farm would be a cattle zone, where cattle would be raised, and an agricultural zone, where all wheat
would be grown. The base of the farm would be made of fiber glass. It would float with a large pontoon like
structure. An anchor would be on the bottom to keep the farm in one area. Two zones, one for livestock and
the other for crops, would be on top. From far away, the farm would look like a mini rectangular island with a
building and two wind turbines on it. Underneath would be a large storage area. I figured something like this
could efficiently solve farming and land availability issues.
I decided to construct a model of the invention and write a detailed explanation. I questioned the practicality of
finishing the project by the deadline, but my heart told me to keep moving forward. Instinct was telling me to
give up since time was limited, but I knew I simply had to do whatever it took to complete the project. All the
hard work paid off in the end and I even won an award for my work!
This occurred in sixth grade, but the lesson I learned then has stuck with me. Following my heart won me
more than just an award that day; it permanently changed my outlook. I now know that true creativity cannot
exist without the willingness to follow the path of your heart and put forth all your effort.

“FOLLOWING MY HEART WON ME MORE THAN JUST AN AWARD
THAT DAY; IT PERMANENTLY CHANGED MY OUTLOOK. I NOW
KNOW THAT TRUE CREATIVITY CANNOT EXIST WITHOUT THE WILLINGNESS TO FOLLOW THE PATH OF YOUR HEART AND PUT FORTH
ALL YOUR EFFORT.”
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“I BELIEVE WE ALL HAVE AN INNATE SENSE OF WISDOM INSIDE US THAT
IS DIRECTLY AVAILABLE WHEN WE QUIET THE MIND AND LISTEN TO THAT
INNER VOICE. IN OTHER WORDS, WHEN WE GET ‘OURSELVES’ OUT OF THE
WAY, THE CREATIVE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH
JANINE SHEPHERD

Janine is a walking paraplegic; she is also a pilot, aerobatics instructor, motivational speaker and author. A
champion-in-training for the winter Olympics, Janine’s life changed forever when she was hit by a truck in
the Blue Mountains of Australia. Doctors did not expect her to survive and, when she did, they warned that
she would never walk again. Janine decided: “If I can’t walk, I’ll fly” and within a year, she had her private
pilot’s license. Janine is committed to helping find a cure for spinal cord injury, and she works to inspire
those coping with physical disability. She is the author of five books, including The Gift of Acceptance and
Never Tell Me Never. She is also a mother of three, another “never” proven otherwise.
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SS – Hi Janine, Thank you so much for chatting with us! Your story is such an amazing example of ‘Intuitive
Living’, can you share with us some of your thoughts about heeding to your intuition?
JS – I believe we all have an innate sense of wisdom inside us that is directly available when we quiet the
mind and listen to that inner voice. In other words, when we get ‘ourselves’ out of the way, the creative possibilities are endless.
When I was able to accept my experience, and let go of my old life, my life became the ultimate creative expression of who I was. It was as if my eyes were open to a new way of seeing. With that, sitting in my wheelchair, I looked up and saw an airplane fly over and I thought, ‘That’s it, if I can’t walk, then I might as well fly!’.
That is the greatest example of listening to inner guidance and it changed my life forever.
SS – One of the things that resonated most with me in your TED talk was when you talked about the shift you
made from ‘Why me?’ to ‘Why not me?’ How did you go about making that shift?
JS – The shift from “Why me?”, to “Why not me?” was the moment of acceptance. That was a seminal moment for me. With that shift I was able to tap into the voice of wisdom, or insight, which I have already mentioned.
In doing that, I was able to reach a point where awareness of my circumstances did not rely in the telling of
the story, i.e. I might have lost my athletic career but that did not mean that my life was over. I didn’t buy into
that story.
My belief is that we are never given anything we cannot handle, and at a deeper level, I knew I could overcome whatever challenges came my way. I was strong enough. I chose the experience - it was the greatest

“I CHOSE THE EXPERIENCE - IT WAS THE GREATEST VEHICLE FOR
MY TRANSFORMATION BECAUSE I LOST THE VERY THING THAT I
THOUGHT DEFINED WHO I THOUGHT I WAS.”
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vehicle for my transformation because I lost the very thing that I thought defined who I thought I was.
SS – During our chat, you talked about making a choice to come back. How hard was that?
JS – Despite knowing that I made a choice to come back, I knew it wasn’t going to be an easy journey. Living with my disability was always going to be a challenge and I have had to heal the parts of me that still felt
anger at that decision. However, my strong sense of purpose and ability to see the gift in all circumstances has
enabled me to flourish where I could so easily have given up.
SS – What was the gift that you found with the accident?
JS – Having the opportunity to share my story has kept my heart open and helped me to heal on such a deep
level. I feel that it is such a blessing to be able to share my story, but also, to be able to listen to the stories of
others. The sense of connection we get from telling our stories helps us to make sense of our own lives and
we understand that whatever we are going through is part of the shared human experience.
I was recently contacted by a man in India who saw my TED talk and wanted to let me know that he has suffered from a serious illness for years and was contemplating suicide. He said that after watching my talk, he
has renewed hope and his life starts now!
I feel incredibly blessed to be able to reach out to others, and we are all paying it forward in some way.
SS – Wow. I also loved what you said about ‘The hills keep coming’ and the journey of acceptance. And

“I WAS RECENTLY CONTACTED BY A MAN IN INDIA WHO SAW MY
TED TALK AND WANTED TO LET ME KNOW THAT HE HAS SUFFERED FROM A SERIOUS ILLNESS FOR YEARS AND WAS CONTEMPLATING SUICIDE. HE SAID THAT AFTER WATCHING MY TALK, HE
HAS RENEWED HOPE AND HIS LIFE STARTS NOW!”
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Acceptance is what your new book is all about as well. What were some of the most challenging things you
had to work on accepting?
JS – Acceptance is a process and there are certainly some things that are more difficult to accept than others.
However, the big shift for me came in the last few years when I was faced with many challenges that were so
different from those I had previously faced, especially the end of my marriage due to devastating circumstances, and then the death of my father.
The journey was now about accepting the parts of myself that I had previously ignored or forgotten, and healing them. Again, it was an enriching experience and I have shared that in my book. For me, acceptance is the
key to living a rich, full and meaningful life.
SS – You talked about living in the moment and being grateful for what you have right now and how that has
helped you fight the anger and depression that you sometimes faced. Can you talk about that a little bit more?
JS – Apart from major trauma, which takes much time to heal, most of our depression and anger comes from
listening to the thoughts that we tell ourselves about our story. When we stop listening to that voice and really
come into presence, i.e. the now, we discover that each moment is unfolding exactly as it should. How do we
know? Because it is the moment we are having. There are so many things to be grateful for right now, and I
believe that the more grateful we are in life, the more life gives us to be grateful for.

Read more about Janine at www.janineshepherd.com and watch her TED Talk at
http://www.ted.com/talks/janine_shepherd_a_broken_body_isn_t_a_broken_person.html

“MOST OF OUR DEPRESSION AND ANGER COMES FROM LISTENING TO THE THOUGHTS THAT WE TELL OURSELVES ABOUT OUR
STORY. WHEN WE...COME INTO...THE NOW, WE DISCOVER THAT
EACH MOMENT IS UNFOLDING EXACTLY AS IT SHOULD. HOW DO
WE KNOW? BECAUSE IT IS THE MOMENT WE ARE HAVING.”
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